Criterion
Overview of stand - The Authority’s space is an island open on all sides, measuring 12m x
8.5m (102sq.m). The height limit for Single Storey Stand is 4 metres, whereas the height
limit for Multi Storey stand is 6 metres. This includes all Stand fitting, walls, lighting,
signage and platforms. Truss, banners and other flown items are permitted. No more than
50% of the stand length or width (on any side) may be used for walling of any kind
(including solid material, frosted material, draping or translucent material). All
equipment within the stand must be placed at least 0.5metres away from the perimeter
edge. The top of the stand must be finished neatly as it will visible from anywhere
within the exhibition hall.
The technical and aesthetical design of the stand should portray Malta Gaming Authority as
the leading gaming jurisdiction globally and within the EU.
To achieve this, the bid will be evaluated taking into consideration the following subcriteria:
- In order to stand out from the other stands, the design of the Malta Gaming
Authority's stand has to be Original, Creative, and Distinct from the
conventional/customary stands.
- Stand design has to be attractive and functional reflecting the Malta Gaming
Authority’s corporate image and constructed in a manner which will enable the
stand to be visible from distance.
- The proposed design needs to ensure that a stand that faithfully reproduces the
proposed drawings and that meets all the applicable EU health and safety
measures can be actually manufactured.
- Wording has to be reduced to a minimum but the name ‘Malta Gaming Authority’
and the Authority’s logo must feature prominently within the design of the stand
so as to permit visitors to clearly identify the exhibitor at first sight.
- Stand has to be clean, free of clutter with all accessories (storage area, 2 coffee
machines, refrigerator) enclosed within the stand including 2 enclosed offices for
private meetings. The design has to have a layout with a minimalist and
fashionable look.
- The stand has to portray an aura of sophistication and its design has to attract
attention without being too pretentious. All material (quality and specification)
used has to reflect this criterion.
- Presentation and quality of the items shall feature in the bid.
Services and logistics
- Provide the Authority with scaled plans with measurements together with 3D
renders of the same design from all angles to enable a complete understanding by
stand building contractors.
- Assist the Authority in compiling detailed specifications when preparing tender call
for the construction of MGA stand.
- Assist the Authority during meetings with the successful stand building contractor
to ensure compliance to stand designs.
- If required, to co-ordinate with event organisers to ensure that the stand design is
compliant with event guidelines.
- Monitor entire process of the construction of the stand.
- Oversee the construction of the stand on site (in the event that stand is being
assembled overseas, such as in London, flights, accommodation and other expenses
are to be borne by the successful designer).
- In these cases, before official opening of expo, stand has to be ready without
defects and true to the original drawings.

-

Provide the Authority with any other support that might be required throughout
duration of the expo.

Materials and Finishing
- Flooring and lighting
- Visuals and graphics
- Facilities on the Stand
- Storage Areas for merchandise, printed material, etc.
- Enclosed Office Space furnished with Coffee Machine and Refrigerator
- Coffee Station complete with refrigerator
- Cloak Room
- Furnishings including but not limited to Furniture, Carpeting, etc.
- Audio /Visual Equipment required
- Electricity and Internet connection
- General Stand and Other Requirements as deemed necessary
Company Capability and past experience
- Provide examples of custom designed stands.
- Provide proof that bidder has the necessary experience and resources to deliver on all
the criteria mentioned above.
Costs and Budget
The Authority has a total set budget of €75,000 for the Construction, Dismantling
and Installation of the Stand. Therefore, all designs should be ensured not to exceed
this limit in their respective execution.

